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, ,1"
. Prove that rhe velocily 

;;, relalivc ro rhe ffxcd frame. ofa par,ic]c p ir, r
rotating frame can be wdtten in the form

d,r Ar
a- u-,nr'

where g is the angular velocily ol r' Ar

orp rerarive to the rorating rram" :j":'il:ff,r"t"*,"."ii"' "i"lgiver by

*1 o't ^ or oa
Ap = at, t'z4^ At I A AL ntluALl.

If a projectile is fired due east 1rom a point on the eafth,s surface at tbe
northem latitude ) , with a velocity of magnitude V6 and at an angle of
inclination a to the horizontal, show that the lateral deflectio[ d, whe,
the projectile strikes the earth, is given by

, 4Vn"
u _ __@ stn   sln- o cos or
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where q is the angular velocity of the earth, terms of O(.,r2) being negiigiblc.
If the range of the projectile is .R for thc cast o : 0, show that the changc of
tange duo rs the rotalion ol the earrh i,

,41;
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2. (a) With the usual notation, obtain the equations

. d,H gl -==\'r^ri'dt z2!1 :4 1

t=1

.. dH^ -\
'r. ;i : L4 A F, for a sysrem of lV parricles movin8 in spa, rt=1

(b) A sphere of ma,ss m and radius D is at rest upon a frxed sphere.of ra.lius
a(> D) The upper sphere is moved srightly to roll rrnder the influe'ce of
gravity.The coeficient of statjc friction is p, > 0, ihe coelncient of slid,ng
frictior is l_, : 0. At time ,, , is the angle of inclination of c"nter of the
upper sphere lelative to the vcrticai axis through the center of the fixed
sphere.

i write the equation of the motion in terms of ri and d for the motion
of the sphere rolls without siipping.

ii. Find d in rcrms of d.

iii. Solve this equation for d(t), assuming 0 <0(0) <<0(t). you rnay use
the relation

I d.r
/ il"' = zln 
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the usual notation obtain the Euler's equations for the motion of

; with one point fixed, in the form:

Aby-(B-C)u24=N1,
Bb2- (C - A)uP3 = l'12,

Cus - (A- B)up2 = Ns.

solid consisls of two equal uniform right, circular cones each ha,,ing height

and with their vertices rigidly jointed at O such that their axes in the same

aight line, the vertex angle ofeach cone being f.
O is ffxed and the solid is set to rotate about a common generator of the

with angular velocity O, under no forces except gravity and !€action at

0, show that the solid will rotate about the same generabor after u tirn" ff
if the principle moments of inertia are,4 = A =f,U* arrdC: *Mb2.

Obtain the Lagrange's equation from the D'Alemberi principle for a holonomic

€Ystem.

A sphere of mass M and radius .R rolls without slipping down on the inclined

plane of a wedge shaped block of mass m that is free to move on a frictionless

horizontal surface,

(a) Find the Lagrange's equations for this system subject to the force of

gmvity at the surface of ihe eaxth.

(b) Find the motion ofthe system by integrating Lagrange's equations, given

that all objects are initially at rest and the center of the sphere is at a

diglance H above the surlace.



5. (a) Dcfine the Ha m ilronian of a botnn^hi. "-",^- :- -
con.ider rhe system or,;Hil:ilT,'=T::T::::.il: 

lweigh ess rope of length J rvitl m; donstrained to move on th" 
""r,"r*_ 

lsurface of an upright cone of tralf angle o and rrr hanging 
";;;r; 

I
rhe cone while the rope passing rhrough a small ,",. ;, ;; 

"'". 
Icone. 

_-_-o w.!vq6! 4 srria]l rolc aL thc roO of rfic 

I
i. Write down the Lagrangian of thc system. I

ii. Fiud the Hamiltonjan furciion of the slstem. I(b) Define the poission brackpl. I

11,:".;;:;:,;;:;; '-' I
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